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1. Assignment comments
 The assignment of the thesis was prepared in collaboration with University fo Warwick, where the work on the

thesis was also performed during the ERASMUS student exchange programme. The assignment was demanding
as it was done abroad and also as it required a lot of self study in the HDR imaging field.

2. Literature usage
 The student used mostly literature recommended by the abroad advisor and also some sources that she found

herself. Unfortunately, the extent of the literature used is not as wide as usual.
3. Assignment activity, consultation, communication
 The student was, despite her stay abroad during the work, quite in contact with the supervisor and reported the

work progress. When in came to consultations, she was always prepared well.
4. Assignment finalisation
 The thesis was finished in time. Unfortunately, it was very just in time and it was ready so close before the dealine

that there was neerly no time for corrections and so not all the recommended changes were possible to include in
the thesis. This is a pity as the result could have been better.

5. Publications, awards
 -
6. Total assessment good (C)
 The submitted thesis and the work performed are on reasonably good level. The thesis was doemanding, done

abroad and could have been very good. Unfortunately, the text could have been better if finished earlier and
corrected and also the technical output could have gone thorugh fixes that would make it more usable. Anyhow, the
work overall, was quite good.

 

In Brno 16. August 2015
.................................
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